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56. Note on Kodaira.Spencer’s Proo o[ Leschetz Theorems

By Yasuo AKZUK and Shigeo NAKANO
Mathematical Institute, Kyoto University

(Comm. by Z. SIJETUNA, M.J.A., April 12, 1954)

It has been for a long time expected to have a rigorous proof
of the celebrated theorem of Lefschetz on the homomorphism be-
tween homology groups of an algebraic variety V(n2) and those
of its generic hyperplane section S. Recently Kodaira and Spencer
have succeeded through their deep investigations in proving not
only this theorem but also the lemma of Enriques-Severi-Zariski at
the same time. By a differential-geometric method Kodaira gained
the fundamental lemma on the cohomology groups with coefficients
in the stack of germs of holomorphic forms whose coefficients lie
in a complex line bundle over V. Standing on this lemma he suc-
ceeded also in obtaining the decisive result" the Kihler variety of
Hodge’s type is equivalent to a projective variety (namely an alge-
braic variety).

The differential-geometric considerations were necessary indeed
for the discovery of the lemma, but not necessary, as we shall
show in this note, for the proof itself. But by this simplification
we can somewhat improve the lemma and establish the above
Lefschetz theorem in the original form.- Further we shall add a
remark that the Lefschetz-Hodge’s theorem may be deduced from
the fundamental lemma on the same principle.

1. Let V be a compact Kihler variety of complex dim. n,
1I= {U} a simple covering of V, N its nerve, a complex line
bundle defined by {f,} referred to the covering it, where f:e(z) is a
non vanishing holomorphic function in UU, and

f:,f--=- l,
We shall redefine the characteristic class e(3) as follows: ’)

Then, if is defined by the divisor D whose local equation is
f;(z)--O and f.;/f--f..:, considering D as a eurren we obtain easily
a Well’s chain of double eoehains) (eodlment)

O ( 1 d logf) 1/-1

thus D is cohomologous to c({D}).
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Returning to the general case, consider the cochain (t.)
=(log ]f: 2) of double degree (0,1), then as (t)=O, it is (t)=X,
X=(a), where a is real c in U. Putting e-=a, then
and

logfs+ logf: log a-log a
d’ log a-d’ log a=d’ lofff=d logf .

Therefore the following chain of double cochains is also the Weil’s
chain.

where pj= d’ log a, 1/- 1 d"pj= V’- 1 dd’’ log a. 2 )

Thus c() is cohomologous to the real quadratic form 1

2. Let be the module of differential forms (p whose coefficients
lie in --{f}, namely 9o=q in U and cp=fgo in UU.
Specially when (0) (trivial bundle), then o is the module of
forms on V. We define as the inner product (,) or (,)
of two forms , o or respectively as follows"

(’)=’ (’)- f
v%"

Then the adjoint operator b of d" with respect to ( ) is given by

a
Let (X) be the adjoint operator of e(X) (the exterior multiplieation
of real quadratie form x), then it is easy to see

i(x)=(-1)e(x)=(-1),e(x), (for *). (4)

Consider now the involutory mapping v:

_
sueh that

By esy calculations we e for

( ) 11 bp, bp=---,d’(a:,)-(-1)d"p.
If p is -harmonie in , hen since d"=bp=O he bove rela-
tions show tha p=’ is also -harmonie in 0_, nd conversely.
herefore, if H’() denotes he module of -hrmonie forms of
ye (, q) of he bundle , i is
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3. Let us now prove e (P the following"

(’+’)q=v- i(x)o. ( 6 )
In fact by (3)

’="’- (,) "’-(- ly, (d"(,)],

’"-’(,,) ’"+(- ly+,d’(,)

=’"+(- ly, {pd"(,)} -(- 1),(d"#),.
Therefore, by using (4), we get (6)"

(b’+’)= (-) e(X),=-- 1 i

Next also adopting H. Cartan’s notation e(9), 9=, we
have as the fundamental formula for Khler variety

i(9)d’- d" i(9) ’.
If we use Weil’s notation L=-I e(9), then its adjoint is

A=--I i(9),s and the above formula will be written in the
following form, hence is also a linear operator on .

d"A-d"=- ’. ( 7 )
Let now m be -harmonic, then since bm=d’m=0, it will be

(Am, b$’m ) (m, (b’ + ’b)m )

(A, V-1 i(x)} by ( 6 )- (Am, i(x)m )
as (m, a@ ) (m, ). 0n the other hand, it will be

( (d"--Ad")m,’ )

( ’m, ’m ) by ( 7 ).
Hence we have the important formula for -harmonic forms

(A, i(x)m ) (’, $’) 0. ( 8 )

4. Let X =1/- 1 , x,dzd2 and assume that the quadratic

form :(t, t ) (t, t) symmetric product is everywhere posi-
tive definite. (Then we say that is everywhere positive definite.)
In this case we may define the Kihler metric on V taking this
form as the undamental form. Accordingly we can see by (8)
that, as we may consider in this case A-i(x),

<A, A}0.
Therefore if there exists a V-harmonie form cp0 of type (p, q)

wih p+qn+ 1, then by a well-known Hodge’s heorem on effective
form we see Ag0 and (Ag, Ao)>0. This eonradies wih he
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above inequality, so it must be qo’=0, when [:]q=0 and p+qn+ 1.
Thus we get Kodaira’s lemmas"

Theorem 1. If the characteristic vlass c(YS) contains an every-
where positive definite quadratic form, namely c(3)>0, then

H’()0 for p+qn+l,
where n is the complex dim. of the underlying space V of

By the involutory mapping r" (P-> (P_, we have also
Theorem 1’. If the characteristic class c() contains an every-

where negative definite form, namely c()<O, then it is

H’(3)0 for p+qn-1. (9)
Further let tg() be the stack of germs of holomorphic p-forms

whose coefficients in 3. Then by the Dolbeault’s theorem

where H(tg())--H(V, tg()). Hence
Theorem 1". If c() contains an everywhere positive or nega-

tive definite form, then it is respectively

H(tg()) 0 for p +qn+ 1 or n-1. (10)

5. Let S- be a non-singular analytic subvariety of V
the restriction of the bundle on S, and the sequence

0 -> 12"() - 9() () 0 (11)
be exact. And let e 9()

r..dz"’dz,
I.

where we assume that z-0 the local equation of S. Then it is
clear, that for

(...)dz. .dz

belongs to -[(-{s})}. If we denote by the mapping 9’()
-l[(_ [s})} sueh that

e- e 9’() ’ e 9-[(- [s})},
then we can easily prove that the sequence

o (- s}) 9’() -(- s})} o (i2)
is exaet. By taking the sequence of eohomology groups correspond-
ing to (12), we obtain the exact sequence

H(9(- [si)) H(’()) H(9-i(- [s}),}) . (i3)
Now let us assume that S is so ample that c(-{s}) contains

an everywhere negative definite form, then we see by theorem 1"
that

H(( [s}))0 for p+qn-1,
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Hq(t2-(-{s}))0 for p+qn-1.

Putting these in (13), we have, if p>l, for p+q_<n-1

Hq(t2’()) O. (14)
Moreover it is also the case even when p--0, because
=tg( [s]), Hq(9( [s]))0 for q n-1. On the other hand,
taking the sequence of cohomology groups of the sequence (11),
we get he exact sequence

Theorem 2. If the divisor S- is so ample such that c(-Is} )
contains an everywhere negative definite form, then for p+qgn-1
there exists the isomorphism

Hq(9()) Hq(9())
and this is an isomorphism onto or into according as p+qn-2 or
p+q=n-1.

Consider the special case, where V is a projective variety, S
a generic hyperplane section of V. Taking as [0} ([0} the trivial
bundle), then clearly [0}-IS} contains an everywhere negative
definite form, so the mapping

Hq(9(0)) Hq(9(O)) for p +qn-1
is isomorphic. But we see by the Dolbeault’s theorem

Hq(9(O))H’q( C), Hq(9(O))H’q(s, C),
where C is complex number field. Hence we have the Lefschetz
theorem in the classical form"

Theorem 3. Let V be an algebraic variety of dim. n without
singularities immersed in a ojective space, S be a generic hyperplane
section of it (consequently S is irreducible and has no singularities),
H(V, C) the cohomology group of degree r.

Then H(V, C) is isomorphic to H(S, C) if rn-2,
and H’-(V, C) is isomorphic to a submodule of H’-(S, C).

6. We can prove directly by theorem 1" also the following
theorem of Kodaira-Spencer, consequently the Lefschetz-Hodge’s
theorem.

Theorem 4. Any complex-line-bundle over a compact projective
variety V is equivalent to a divisor-class D on V.))

Proof. Let be any given complex-line-bundle over V, S a
generic hyperplane section of V, =+h [St for a natural number
h and K the canonical divisor of V. Consider now the mapping
letting correspond to an n-form with coefficients in -[K} its
Poincar-residue with respect to S. Then the sequence of stacks
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0 - tg(h_l- {K}) --> tg( {K}) --> Y2-l((h_l {K} )s) --> 0

s exact, and to this corresponds the exact cohomology sequence"

fK} )) H(S, ((3_ K} )s))
[K}))

If we take h sufficient large, as it can be readily seen, we can
assume c(_- [K})>0. Hence in the case we have by theorem
1" that H(V, (_-[K}))0 and therefore the mapping * is a
homomorphism onto.

We shall now prove theorem 4 by induction wth respect to
dimension n of V. Then there exists a divisor D of S- with
(_-{K})= [D’+(h-2)S-K} where S s a generic hyperplane
section of S- and K the canonical divisor of S. If we denote by

(D) (or :(D’)) the stack of germs of meromorphic forms whose
divisors are multiples of -D (or -D) on V (or S), then we have

dm H(S, 9z ((_- [K})))
=dim (S, 9;-’({D’ + (h-2)S-K ))
=dim H(S, 9-(D’+ (h-2)S-K))
=dim H(S, 9(D’+ (h- 2)S’))
dim [D’ + (h-2)S’ [z + 1.

Since h s sufficient large we can assume ths number s greater
than one. Moreover * is an onto-mapping and therefore

dim H((.- [K} )-dim H(V, 9o()) 1.

Hence there exists a non-trivial cross section in 0(), consequently
a divisor D of V with --[D}, q.e.d.
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